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MODULE 1: THE ART OF WRITING

Topic 3: How to develop your own writing style
- Carve your own style and set yourself apart from other authors

Individual writers are set apart from the
crowd by their style. Style is that intangible
attribute of a writer that makes him/her
unique. Style is a writer’s identity.

Writing is an art that requires natural interest
in addition to training and practice. Good
writing is a product of creative imagination.
The mode through which each individual
expresses him/her thought in language differs.
This mode is the writer’s style and it is unique
to the person. Through training and practice,
each writer will come to establish a unique
style or identity that wins him/her respect.

Writing is about creativity and not about
conformity. Whether you are writing a letter
to a friend, an article for publication or a book,
make sure your identity (style) is stamped on
that material. Let someone read your piece
and say, “Yes, this person is different. I enjoy
the writing style”.

You may admire the style of great writers, but
your ambition should not be “to write like
them”. Instead, you should aim to learn from
them and work to establish your own style. If
you adopt the attitude of “self-expression”

early in your writing career, it won’t be long
before your readers will notice there is
something about your writing that singles
your out from others.

Nobody can teach you what style to adopt in
writing. You have to work that out by yourself.
However, there are some tips you can apply
to improve your writing style.

1. Cut out padding
Padding is anything that makes your
writing longer without telling the reader
anything extra. Do not use pompous
sentences or expressions like …
“It is interesting to note that….”

Always choose plain words. Some think it
is better to say: “relatively inexpensive”,
when they mean, “fairly cheap”.

2. Do not Use two words where one will
do

For example
You need not say “rise up”. Nothing ever rises
down, so you can just say, “rise”, or “be up
standing”.

More examples

Instead of … Write…
He declined to accept the offer He declined the offer
Returned back to Returned
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At a later date Later
Meet with meet
My personal opinion my opinion
A personal friend a friend
Up until Until
Exactly identical Identical or exactly
The true facts the facts
Basic fundamental Basic or fundamental
Wish to acknowledge Acknowledge
Very unique Unique
The weather condition the weather
More preferable Preferable
Strictly forbidden Forbidden
First and foremost first

3. Choose short, familiar words

Instead of … Write…
A certain amount of some
Adequate funds enough money
Adjacent to next to, or near
Along the lines like
Amongst, amidst among, amid
As a result of because
At present, at the present time now
At this point in time now
Due to the fact that because
In spite of the fact that although

4. Tone
The tone of any piece of writing is very
important. What is tone? It is not the layout
of your writing. It is not the subject matter.
It is the way you express the subject matter:
politely, rudely, abruptly, boringly,
interestingly, briefly, etc.
The most important thing about tone is:
never be rude!

Nobody likes to be treated rudely. And if
you truly are interested in your reader, you
should treat them with respect. Politeness
costs nothing. Use words and phrases that
show you are well-bred and polite.

When you must disagree with someone in
writing, do it with care.

5. Be positive
Avoid writing depressing materials or books.
If you must express doubt or fear, be sure
to provide hope or offer positive tips also.
You do not have to be a carrier of bad news.
Be positive and seek to warm the heart of
your reader. He already has enough
troubles of living, don’t add to his sorrow.

6. Sincerity
People everywhere respond to sincerity. It
often works where reasoned argument fails.
The words you choose to present your
message will reveal whether you are sincere
or not.


